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Abstract
The memory of experiences and learned information is critical for organisms to make choices that aid their survival. C. elegans navigates
1, 2
3
its environment through neuron-specific detection of food and chemical odors , and can associate nutritive states with chemical odors ,
4
5
temperature , and the pathogenicity of a food source .
Here, we describe assays of C. elegans associative learning and short- and long-term associative memory. We modified an aversive olfactory
6
learning paradigm to instead produce a positive response; the assay involves starving ~400 worms, then feeding the worms in the presence of
7
the AWC neuron-sensed volatile chemoattractant butanone at a concentration that elicits a low chemotactic index (similar to Toroyama et al. ). A
standard population chemotaxis assay1 tests the worms' attraction to the odorant immediately or minutes to hours after conditioning.
After conditioning, wild-type animals' chemotaxis to butanone increases ~0.6 Chemotaxis Index units, its "Learning Index". Associative learning
is dependent on the presence of both food and butanone during training. Pairing food and butanone for a single conditioning period ("massed
training") produces short-term associative memory that lasts ~2 hours. Multiple conditioning periods with rest periods between ("spaced training")
6
yields long-term associative memory (<40 hours), and is dependent on the cAMP Response Element Binding protein (CREB), a transcription
8
factor required for long-term memory across species.
Our protocol also includes image analysis methods for quick and accurate determination of chemotaxis indices. High-contrast images of animals
on chemotaxis assay plates are captured and analyzed by worm counting software in MatLab. The software corrects for uneven background
9
10
using a morphological tophat transformation. Otsu's method is then used to determine a threshold to separate worms from the background.
Very small particles are removed automatically and larger non-worm regions (plate edges or agar punches) are removed by manual selection.
The software then estimates the size of single worm by ignoring regions that are above a specified maximum size and taking the median size of
the remaining regions. The number of worms is then estimated by dividing the total area identified as occupied by worms by the estimated size of
a single worm.
We have found that learning and short- and long-term memory can be distinguished, and that these processes share similar key molecules with
6,8
higher organisms. Our assays can quickly test novel candidate genes or molecules that affect learning and short- or long-term memory in C.
elegans that are relevant across species.

Video Link
The video component of this article can be found at http://www.jove.com/video/2490/

Protocol
These C. elegans associative learning and memory assays require advance preparation. For a suggested schedule of preparation, see the
timeline presented in Figure 1A. Also note that worms' memories can be disturbed by physical agitation (rough pipetting, centrifugation,
vortexing), and that naíve chemotaxis can be perturbed by excessive odors (perfume, etc.) in the environment.

1. Preparation of Animals for Assay
1. Cultivate worms on 100 mm high growth media (HGM) plates (see Section 7.1 for recipe) seeded with 1 mL OP50 E. coli using standard
11
methods.
2. Hypochlorite-treat at least two densely populated HGM plates of gravid adult worms to obtain a large synchronized population of eggs.
Note: For best yields, bleach the first generation to obtain a highly synchronized population, then bleach the second generation as Day 2
adults to obtain eggs for the subsequent step.
3. Evenly divide eggs onto 3-4 HGM plates seeded with 1 mL OP50 E. coli for each hypochlorite treated plate.
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Note: It is important that the worms are cultivated with plenty of fresh food as starvation can affect the outcome of olfactory assays.
4. Incubate worms at 20oC for about 72 hours, the time it takes for animals reach the young adult stage.

2. Pre-conditioning Starve
1. Double check your HGM plates with young adults to make sure the worms still have plenty of food, and that there are enough worms for the
assay (≥ 200 worms per assay plate).
11
2. Wash worms off of HGM plates with M9 buffer into a 15 mL conical tube. For the least agitation during washes, gently apply the M9 buffer
by pouring a few milliliters onto the HGM plate, and gently swirl the plate to free worms from the sticky OP50 bacteria. Next, tilt the plate,
pull up the M9 buffer/worm mixture from the corner of the plate using a P1000 pipetman, and transfer the worms to the 15 mL conical tube. If
worms are still left on the plate, repeat this step 1-2X.
Note: Rough washing dislodges bacteria off of the plate that can make it into the tube with the worms. This bacteria is impossible to get rid of
and can interfere with the assays. DO NOT pipette worms against the side of the tube, as this can damage the worms and interfere with
the assays.
3. Let worms settle by gravity (DO NOT centrifuge). Remove supernatant by vacuum and wash with at least 3-4 mL of M9. Repeat 2X for a
total of 3 washes.
Note: Centrifuging during washes will pull down any remaining bacteria into the worm population, which can interfere with the assays.
Instead, gently add M9 buffer for subsequent washes by pouring it directly into the 15 mL conical tube. Worms settled at the bottom of the
tube should become mixed in the M9 buffer upon its addition. If worms remained settled, gently invert the tube to mix.
4. After the third wash, use some of the worm population for naíve chemotaxis assays (Section 5).
Note: It is critical to work fairly quickly at all wash steps, as worms will begin to starve if they sit too long in M9 buffer, which can increase the
naíve chemotaxis toward butanone.
5. Add 3-4 mL of M9 buffer to the 15 mL conical tube, let worms starve in M9 buffer at room temperature for 1 hour (Figure 1B, C).

3. Short-term Associative Memory (massed) Training
See Figure 1B for short-term associative memory assay workflow.
1. At the end of the starve period in M9 buffer (Section 2), streak 2 μL of 10% butanone (in 95% EtOH) on the inside of the lids of 60 mm
11
nematode growth media (NGM) plates that have been seeded with 500 μL OP50 E. coli.
Note: A good starting population for short- and long-term memory assays is ≥ 500 μL of worms. Multiple conditioning plates are needed per
genotype to support the entire population during training. When working with volatile chemicals, only open lids of plates when necessary,
leaving them closed at all other times.
2. Remove the M9 buffer supernatant from the 15 mL conical tube of starved worms by vacuum and use a P1000 pipetman to apply 100-200 μL
of worms to the conditioning plates.
Note: Try to remove as much M9 liquid as possible, so that worms can quickly get to the OP50 food source when transferred to the
conditioning plates. Worms will stick to the inside of the pipette tip and can be conserved by pipetting smaller volumes.
3. Incubate conditioning plates at room temperature for 1 hour (Figure 1B).
4. Wash worms off of plates with ~1 mL M9 buffer into a 15 mL conical tube. Let worms settle by gravity. Wash again 1-2X until M9 buffer in the
tube is clear.
Note: Use the gentle washing methods described in Section 2. The same 15 mL conical tube can be used from Section 2.
5. After the final wash, remove the M9 buffer supernatant by vacuum, and use some of the worm population for chemotaxis assays (Section 5)
to test for 1x (massed) associative learning of the food-butanone association immediately after conditioning (0 minute time point).
Learning Index (LI) = CI0 hr - CINaive.
6. Transfer the remaining population of worms to 60 mm NGM plates seeded with 500 μL of OP50 (hold plates). Again, apply 100-200 μL of
worms per plate to ensure there are enough bacteria to support the population.
Note: The number of hold plates used per genotype is at least the number of short-term associative memory time points to be tested.
7. Incubate post-conditioning plates for 0.5, 1, or 2 hours (short-term associative memory time points) at room temperature (Figure 1B).
Note: Short-term associative memory of wild-type animals ends by 2 hrs after training. Time points may need to be adjusted for different
genotypes or conditions.
8. To test for short-term associative memory of the food-butanone association, after each time point, gently wash worms off plates into a 15
mL conical tube and again 1-2X with M9 buffer. Use worms for chemotaxis assays (Section 5). Learning Index (LI) = CITime point - CINaive.
Note: Use the gentle washing methods described in Section 2. For each time point, discard any extra worms that are not used in chemotaxis
assays.

4. Long-term Associative Memory (Spaced) Training
See Figure 1C for long-term associative memory assay workflow.
1. Follow steps 3.1-3.2 in Section 3.
2. Incubate conditioning plates at room temperature for 30 minutes (Figure 1C).
3. Follow step 3.4 in Section 3.
Note: To remain inside a 30-minute timeframe, one can begin all washes during training at ~25 minutes.
4. After the final wash, remove M9 supernatant by vacuum and transfer worms to unseeded 60 mm NGM plates.
Note: The use of multiple plates per genotype is not required at this step since the worms are being starved.
5. Starve on 60 mm NGM plates at room temperature for 30 minutes (Figure 1C).
6. Wash worms with M9 buffer into the 15 mL conical tube. Let worms settle by gravity (DO NOT centrifuge).
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Note: While there should be no bacteria in the buffer at this point, centrifuging can be a potentially damaging treatment of the worms, and
may disrupt long-term memory formation.
Repeat steps 4.1-4.6 several times until a total of 7 conditioning blocks and 6 starve blocks have been completed (Figure 1C). (See Table
1 for a representative time sheet.)
Gently wash worms off plates into the 15 mL conical tube and again 1-2X with M9 buffer.
After the final wash, use some of the worm population for chemotaxis assays (Section 5) to test for 7x (spaced) associative learning of the
food-butanone association immediately after conditioning (0 hour time point). Learning Index (LI) = CI0 hr - CINaive.
Transfer the remaining population of worms to 100 mm HGM plates seeded with 1 mL of OP50 (hold plates). Again, apply 100-200 μL of
worms per plate to ensure there are enough bacteria to support the population.
Note: The number of hold plates used per genotype is at least the number of long-term associative memory time points to be tested. 100 mm
NGM plates can also be used as post-conditioning plates, but one must be very careful that there is enough OP50 to support the population
of worms for at least 16 hours.
Incubate post-conditioning plates for 16, 24, and 40 hours (long-term associative memory time points) at 20oC (Figure 1C).
Note: Long-term associative memory of wild-type animals ends by 40 hrs after training. Time points may need to be adjusted for different
genotypes or conditions.
To test for long-term associative memory of the food-butanone association, gently wash worms off plates into a 15 mL conical tube and
again 1-2X with M9 buffer after each time point. Use worms for chemotaxis assays (Section 5). Learning Index (LI) = CITime point - CINaive.
Note: Use the gentle washing methods described in Section 2. For each time point, discard any extra worms not used in the chemotaxis
assays.

5. Chemotaxis Assay
1. Prepare the chemotaxis assay plates. Mark the bottom of unseeded 100 mm NGM plates with spots on the bottom and each side of the plate
(Figure 2A).
Note: At least 3 replicates per genotype must be run to obtain statistically significant results.
2. Spot 1 μL of 1 M NaN3 at the odorant and control spot (Figure 2B).
Note: Do not spot your plates with this paralyzing agent more than 15 minutes before starting the assay, or the NaN3 will diffuse away from
the spots, and animals will become paralyzed before reaching the odorant or control spots. Be careful not to puncture the agar when applying
NaN3 since worms will burrow in punctured areas.
3. While the worms are settling in the conical tube after several M9 buffer washes (Section 2), spot 1 μL each of 95% EtOH and 10% butanone
(see Section 7.2) at the appropriate spots on the marked assay plate (Figure 2C) on top of the previously spotted NaN 3.
Note: Chemicals must be spotted prior to adding the worms (Section 5.4). Make a note of which spot has EtOH or butanone. When working
with these volatile chemicals, be careful to only open the lids of plates when necessary, and keep them closed at all other times.
4. Remove as much of the M9 buffer as possible from the tube of settled worms. Use a P20 pipetman with a pre-cut tip (see Section 7.3) to
deliver 3X 5 μL worms (200-400 animals) to the origin of the marked assay plate (Figure 2D).
Note: Keep remaining worms in the 15 mL conical tube for use in Pre-conditioning Starve and memory assays (Sections 2-4). Worms will
stick inside pipette tips, so adding worms to the plate in smaller quantities conserves your worm population and reduces the amount of liquid
that gets released with the worms onto the assay plate.
5. Twist the corner of a KimWipe to a small point and use it to blot up the excess M9 buffer. This will release the worms onto the assay plate
(Figure 2E).
Note: Be careful not to puncture the agar with the KimWipe, otherwise worms will burrow at the origin. Some worms may be lost in this step
as they are pulled into the KimWipe with the M9 buffer when blotting. If using imaging and analysis to count worms (Section 6), take plates
to imaging station before releasing worms from the origin. An image of the worms at the origin immediately after release will give the total
number of animals for an assay plate.
6. Incubate the chemotaxis assay plate for 1 hour at room temperature.
7. Count the number of worms at origin, EtOH, and butanone spots (Figure 2), as well as the total number of worms on the assay plate.
Note: Generally, worms paralyzed by NaN3 will be within a ~1 cm radius of the spots, and will appear stick-straight with many animals stacked
against each other. If using imaging and analysis software to count worms (Section 6), take images of the origin, EtOH, and butanone spots.
An image of the total amount of worms should have been taken in Section 5.5. Worms can be also be "hand-counted."
8. Calculate the "Chemotaxis Index" (CI). CI = ([(nButanone)-(nEtOH)]/[(Total-nOrigin)].

6. Worm Counting by Image Analysis
1. Take high-contrast black-and-white images of worms on chemotaxis assay plates (Figure 3A, see Section 7.4 for description of camera
setup). To calculate a chemotaxis index, images are needed at the butanone, EtOH, and origin spots of a chemotaxis assay plate at the
end of an assay, as well as the total number of worms (picture of worms at origin immediately after they are released from M9 buffer at the
beginning of the assay, Section 5.5).
Note: Images of the chemotaxis assay plates covering about a 2 cm radius around each spot generally capture all of the animals for each
spot.
2. Make sure the files for all trials of one time point (example Naive, 0 hr, etc.) are contained in one folder, named appropriately.
3. Files for each chemotaxis plate must be named as such: but#.png (butanone spot, trial #), ori#.png (origin, trial #), eth#.png (ethanol spot,
trial #), tot#.png (total, trial #). (For example, if two trials were run for a time point, in the same folder the following files would be present:
but1.png, but2.png, eth1.png, eth2.png, ori1.png, ori2.png, tot1.png, tot2.png)
4. Open Matlab (see Section 7.5).
5. In the "Current Directory" line at the top of the Matlab window, browse for folders, and choose the "count_worms_v0.5.3" folder (M-files
available as Supplementary Information).
6. In the "Command Window", type "count_worms_directory()." Hit Enter.
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Note: The default worm size when for this command is min 10, max 80 pixels. To adjust this based on a specific genotype or developmental
stage, type "count_worms_directory ('minsize',10,'maxsize', 80)" and change the pixel numbers accordingly.
When prompted, choose the folder of images to be analyzed.
Note: Only one folder of images can be analyzed at a time.
Each image in the folder being analyzed will pop up with a threshold already set, and particles selected (Figure 3A). Drag the rectangle tool
over selected particles that are not worms to delete them. When finished with the image, hit the Esc key.
After all images in the folder are checked, 4 columns will appear in the Command Window: (1) image name (example but1); (2) always
"[1];" (3) average pixel size for one worm calculated by the program the particular image; and (4) the number of worms calculated to be in the
image.
Once this program has run, it will deposit two .csv files (can be opened as Excel spreadsheets) into the folder of images it has just analyzed.
The "worm_counts_stats" file provides the output columns found in the Command Window (Section 6.9). The "worm_counts_summary" file
provides 5 columns: (1) trial number; number of worms in (2) but, (3) eth, and (4) ori spots; and (5) total number of worms.

7. Materials Notes
1. To prepare 100 mm high growth media (HGM) plates (Section 1): Dissolve 3 g NaCl, 20 g Bactopeptone, and 30 g Bacto-agar in 700 mL
distilled water. Bring volume to 1 L with distilled water. After autoclaving, cool agar to 65oC and add 4 mL of 5 mg/mL cholesterol in ethanol, 1
mL each of 1 M CaCl2, 1 M MgSO4, and 25 mL of 1 M KPO4 (pH = 6.0).
2. 95% EtOH is used, as higher percentage EtOH tends to contain impurities from the purification process that can affect results. It is a good
idea to make the 10% butanone (in 95% EtOH) stock up fresh every few times the assay is run.
3. P20 tips must have a few millimeters cut off to create a hole large enough for worms to fit through without being damaged. P1000 tips already
have holes large enough for the worms to fit through.
4. The chemotaxis assay plate imaging station (Figure 3B) in the Murphy lab contains a Firewire camera with a variable magnification
lens attached to a boom stand. A backlight is placed at the bottom of the stand underneath a custom imaging platform with a glass top
(Figure 3C), which allows chemotaxis assay plates to be illuminated from the bottom. "Measurement and Automation" software (National
12
Instruments) is used to capture images. Materials for this imaging station set up are similar to those previously published, and can be found
in the Table of specific reagents and equipment.

8. Representative Results:
6

A typical naïve chemotaxis index (CI) for wild-type worms for 10% butanone is around 0.2 (Figure 4A). Massed (1x) or spaced (7x) training
6
generally increases the chemotaxis index to 0.7-0.8 at time 0 (Figure 4A, C-D) to give a learning index (LI = trained CI - naíve CI) of ~0.6.
The learning that occurs with massed or spaced training is very robust. A LI of less than 0.5 typically arises when there are problems with the
naíve chemotaxis assay, and the animals have a naíve CI of 0.3 or higher. Usually, this occurs because worms are starving or too crowded
on cultivation plates between bleaching and the start of the assay, or worms sit too long in M9 buffer between washes and begin to starve;
6
environmental odors can also increase the naíve CI. Starved worms have a much higher naíve CI for 10% butanone (Figure 4B). We find that
problems with the naíve chemotaxis are generally resolved with improved worm care and culturing.
The duration of memory in these assays is the time it takes for chemotaxis index immediately after training to return to naíve levels, when the
learning index = 0. In wild-type animals, short-term associative memory typically begins to decline by 1 hour after massed training, lasts about 2
6
hours, and is independent of the transcription factor CREB (Figure 4C). Long-term associative memory typically does not begin to significantly
6
decline until 16 hours after spaced training, lasts up to 40 hours, and is CREB-dependent (Figure 4D). Long-term associative memory may
not reach its full potential in several instances: (1) worms do not have enough OP50 E. coli during 30-minute conditioning periods; (2) bacteria
remain in the M9 buffer during starvation periods; or (3) worms are damaged during the assay (e.g. worms are pipetted against the side of the
tube).
Results are generally statistically significant when 4 or more chemotaxis assay trials are run per genotype per time point. Running six replicates
per genotype typically yields very significant results without becoming too much to handle; however, beginners may want to start with only three
replicates. Generally, working with 2-3 genotypes or conditions at a time is comfortable for those who are experienced with these learning and
memory assays.
Hand-counting worms on chemotaxis assay plates is very time consuming, can add variability between experiments or lab mates, and may also
introduce biases when analyzing and interpreting data. Worm counting by image analysis (Section 6) standardizes data collection and analysis
across the lab, and on average, cuts data analysis time for experienced lab members to 1/5 of that needed for hand counting. When comparing
chemotaxis indices calculated using manual worm counts to those determined by the Count_worms software, we find an average error of 3.07 (±
1.19)%.
Day 1
Time

Step

9:00

1 hr starve in M9 buffer
Start naíve chemotaxis assay

10:00

Condition #1 (60 mm NGM plates with food and butanone), 30 min
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End naíve chemotaxis assay

10:30

Starve #1 (60 mm NGM plates), 30 min

11:00

Condition #2, 30 min

11:30

Starve #2, 30 min

12:00

Condition #3, 30 min

12:30

Starve #3, 30 min

1:00

Condition #4, 30 min

1:30

Starve #4, 30 min

2:00

Condition #5, 30 min

2:30

Starve #5, 30 min

3:00

Condition #6, 30 min

3:30

Starve #6, 30 min

4:00

Condition #7, 30 min

4:30

Begin 0-hr chemotaxis assay
Transfer remaining worms to hold plates for 16-40 hrs

5:30

End 0-hr chemotaxis assay

Day 2
Time

Step

8:30

Begin 16-hr chemotaxis assay

9:30

End 16-hr chemotaxis assay

Table 1. Representative schedule for long-term associative memory assay. In this example, the assay begins on Day 1 at 9 am with a 1-hr
starve. 30-min condition and starve periods are alternated until the worms have been conditioned seven times. Chemotaxis assays are run at the
beginning (naíve) and end (0 hr) of training. The total run-time from start to finish is 8.5 hours. Worms on hold plates are tested for chemotaxis to
butanone starting on Day 2, 16-40 hours after training.
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Figure 1. Short-term and long-term associative memory assay workflow. (A) Recommended timeline of preparation leading up to the day assays
are performed. (B) Short-term associative memory assay: Starved worms are conditioned for 1 hour and tested immediately for 1x learning
(0 min.) via chemotaxis assays, or transferred onto holding plates with food for 0.5, 1, or 2 hours after conditioning. (C) Long-term associative
memory assay: Starved animals receive 7 training blocks of conditioning/starving before being tested for learning or LTAM 16-40 hours after
training.
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Figure 2. Chemotaxis assay setup. (A) Schematic of chemotaxis assay plate. Small spots are added to the plate with the help of a ruler or other
guiding device to mark the origin (bottom) and butanone and EtOH (left and right) spots on the plate. (B) 1 μL NaN3 is added to the butanone
and EtOH spots. (C) 1 μL each of 10% butanone and 95% EtOH are added the spots on the left or right side of the plate. (D) 200-400 worms
suspended in M9 buffer are added to the origin of the plate. (E) A KimWipe twisted into a point is used to absorb M9 buffer and release worms
onto the assay plate.
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Figure 3. Worm counting with image analysis. (A) Example of "count_worms_v0.5.3" image particle selection window. The program opens
original high-contrast black-and-white image (left) automatically pops up a window with a thresholded image (middle). The rectangle tool can be
used to highlight and eliminate undesired non-worm "particles," such as assay plate marks (1), plate edges (2), or agar punctures (3). (B) Image
of the Murphy lab chemotaxis assay imaging station. Chemotaxis assay plates are illuminated from the bottom to create high contrast images
required for analysis. (C) Schematic of the custom-made imaging platform used in the chemotaxis imaging station.
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Figure 4. Typical associative learning and memory results. (A) The naíve chemotaxis index of wild-type worms to 10% butanone increases
upon massed (1x) training. The learned association is requires the pairing of food (OP50 E. coli) and butanone. Numbers above bars represent
the "Learning Index" (LI = CITrained - CINaive). (B) Wild type naíve chemotaxis to 10% butanone is greatly increased when worms are starved
6
for 16 hours. Panels A-D are adapted from Kauffman et al., 2010. (C) Wild type short-term associative memory lasts about 2 hours, and is
independent of the transcription factor CREB. (D) Wild type long-term associative memory lasts about 40 hours, and is CREB-dependent.
Supplementary Information
•
•
•
•

Click here for the "imoverlay.m" file.
Click here for the "count_worms_image.m" file.
Click here for the "count_worms_directory.m" file.
Click here for the "cellwrite.m" file.

Discussion
The C. elegans olfactory associative learning and memory assays presented here distinguish between the processes of massed learning,
spaced learning, short-term memory, and long-term memory. These assays rely on the worms' abilities to sense food and chemical odors in
1,2
6
their environment and to form positive associations between the two. Therefore, the assays are very sensitive to starvation in the starting
population of animals, and great care must be taken to ensure that worms are well fed before and after training. Single massed training yields
short-term associative memory. The increased number of conditioning periods and spaced training paradigm is critical for achieving long6,8
term associative memory in C. elegans as it is in other organisms. Perhaps this assay could be modified to produce long-term memories of
associations between different conditioned and unconditioned stimuli.
Our associative learning and memory assays can be used to compare the learning and memory capabilities of wild type to aging or genetic
mutant animals. For example, while both associative learning and long-term associative memory abilities decline in aging wild-type worms,
learning is maintained longer with age in animals with reduced insulin signaling, and learning and memory is maintained longer with age in
6
calorically restricted animals. These assays are also amenable to RNAi treatment or pharmacological manipulation of C. elegans. For example,
treatment of worms with daf-2 RNAi improves short- and long-term associative memory; conversely, blockage of gene transcription and protein
6
synthesis with drugs (actinomycin D and cycloheximide, respectively) during spaced training disrupts long-term memory formation.
Long-term memory is a process that is crucial to survival in all animals, and it appears that much of the molecular machinery involved in memory
6
of a Pavlovian association is conserved from worms to mammals. The ability to distinguish and test associative learning, short-term and longterm memory using these olfactory assays makes C. elegans an excellent system for the further study of memory, and may provide insight into
neurodegenerative processes that lead to loss of learning and memory in humans.
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